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Ultimate
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This comic is presented in an edited 

Greek/Roman left-to-right format, in 

order to improve readability as much 

as possible. The orientation of the 

artwork has changed and readers 

accustomed to "manga-style" right-

to-left are encour-aged to download 

that edition of this comic.

If you prefer readability or simply 

don't wish to spend time working 

out something new, please continue. 

Use the guide on the right to see an 

example of the reading order that 

you will be accustomed to if you are 

from a country that writes in this 

fashion:

Installfest

UbuntuUbu
ntu

Go



Installfests A Festival of Free and

Open Source Software

Try
turning
off ACPI

Lift your eyes and behold; the
new dawn of Ubunchu is now upon us!

Such beauty turns the

heart of even the most

hardened monopolist.

It was just an
embarassing

misunderstanding!
It's OK.

Everything's
alright now,

Akiha.

Where the

experienced

students gather...

It's
booting!

...to gently hold

the hands of the

newcomers with

their first install.



We're ready,
but where
is the fun?

But...

That was just the
chief's delusional
expectations of

the event.

This is
reality.

Welcome to the
Installfest!

On the
contrary,
this is the
expected
outcome

Isn't this proof that
everyone's living a healthy
life?  As opposed to geek
girls whose lives revolve

around Linux

We'll do everything
in our power
to support

your Ubuntu
installation!

It seems
perfect
to me.

Faithful   
Disciples!

Installfest!

Perhaps
the poster

is a bit...

....



Who are you
calling a geek?!

There are plenty of beatiful
Linux-loving highschool girls!

There's no such thing!

And I don't see any
beauties here!

I'm far from the only one! Please stop fighting
like cats and dogs!

Excuse
me...

*K
nock

      K
nock*

*K
nock

      K
nock*

Yes?

Your poster informed me that you could
help me install my computer?



Fact
Sheet

Yoshinaga Urara
Group: 2D

Height: 161cm
Popularity: High

Club Theatre / Drama

Diva and natural beauty.

Impossible!

Urara,
the drama club diva?!

No way she's a Linux fanatic!

It's not in my fact sheet on her.
It's just not possible!

It seems your google-fu
isn't what it ought to be

But I can't bear my father's
taste in operating systems!

I'm so ashamed to be so
ungrateful!

I understand

*moved*

I understand your
feelings exactly.

But the USB port is
broken and now I don't

know what to do!

Leave it to me!

My dear father gave
me this netbook



One of the strong points of
Ubunchu

Is the many ways of
installing it

Optical media,
Flash disks

You can even
boot the installer
over the network!

Or if you can't use
external media

Would you please stay
away? Your weak google-fu

might be contagious

You just
don't get

it, do you?

Just a minute

We'll have it
installed in a jiffy!

Thank you very much!

*whisper*

*whisper*

Don't let your
guard down,

Akane

There's no way this is what it seems

It might be a plot by
the comp-sci club!

Hah!



Miss club
president,

this

I can't stand
having to use

inferior versions

So she's the naive
type of innocent then?

Now I get it!

Your
possessions

are my
possessions!

How prejudiced
can you be?!

Uncorrupted by monopolists
like you and Akiha

Look at how innocent she is,

Trying to find the way of Ubunchu
contrary to her father's wishes.

Just gaze upon
her angelic smile

and you'll
understand!

Is what
you mean

by U, is it not?



Thank you
for the

sympathy,
but...

For someone to use a
free operating in this

wealthy country...

I will ask father
to buy me a

new netbook,

Take care!

The true
power of a

free OS!

I can't believe it! *sympathy*

You must have fallen on hard times

Here, you can have my copy...

I'll show you

*turn*

We can't just
let a broken laptop

walk out of the
sysadmin club!

Now just
wait a 

minute!

She doesn't seem 
like a bad person...

Ubuntu

10.04



*Ubuntu startup sound*

Did you setup
the PXE Boot
environment?

Yup

*HDD working*

That's Ubunchu?

Yup!

Using Ubunchu
Here we go!

With a "click"As you can see,

we're starting your Windows
Ultimate installer

*shlink*



Windows 7
installation

*snapping the lid shut*

Installing Windows ...

Ubunchu
Netboot!

Thank you so much!

I will take great care using
it from now on!

Let's celebrate
our first install!

Even if it was
another OS...

You're
welcome!

I know I'm asking for too much,
but

Ubuntu

10.04

Can I have this?



It wasn't much, but at

least we got a little result

Ubuntu
10.04

Ubunchu

I want to

try it out

at home

You can always count on us for

support Miss Madonna!

...and that's

How our first

installfest

went down

Installation numbers for Japan:

Windows 7: 1

Ubuntu 9.10: 1?!

It's a first

step, prez!


